Abstract-
I. INTRODUCTION
Hybrid learning systems that effectively combine domain knowledge with the inductive learning m.~ potentially learn faster and generalize better than those based on Purely inductive learning (learning from labeled examples alone). In practice the domain theory is often incomplete or even inaccurate.
Inductive learning systems that use information from training examples to modify an existing domain theory by finement . Available domain knowledge is incorporated into an initial network topology (e.g., using the rules-to-network algorithm of [12] or by other means). Inaccuracies in the domain theory are compensated for by extending the network topology using training examples. Figure 1 The RAPTURE system is designed to refine domain theories that contains probabilistic rules represented in the certainty-factor format 1221. RAPTURE'S approach to modifying the network topology differs from that used in KBDistAl as follows: RAPTURE uses an iterative algorithm to train the weights and employs the information gain heuristic [23] to add links to the network. KBDistAl is simpler than RAPTURE in that it uses a non-iterative constructive learning algorithm to augment the initial domain theory.
Opitz and Shavlik have extensively studied connectionist theory refinement systems that overcome the fixed topology limitation of the KBANN algorithm [24] , [25] . The TopGen algorithm [24] uses a heuristic search through the space of possible expansions of a KBANN network constructed from the initial domain theory. TopGen maintains a queue of candidate networks ordered by their test accuracy on a crossvalidation set. At each step, TopGen picks the best network and explores possible ways of expanding it. New networks are generated by strategically adding nodes at different locations within the best network selected. These networks are trained and inserted into the queue and the process is repeated.
The REGENT algorithm uses a genetic search to explore the space of network architectures [25] . It first creates a diverse initial population of networks from the KBANN network constructed from the domain theory. Genetic search uses the classification accuracy on a cross-validation set as a fitness measure. REGENT'S mutation operator adds a node to the network using the TopGen algorithm. It also uses a specially designed crossover operator that maintains the network's rule structure. The population of networks is subjected to fitness proportionate selection, mutation, and crossover for many generations and the best network produced during the entire run is reported as the solution. The KBDistAl algorithm [26] , constructs a single hidden layer.
It uses a computationally efficient DistAl algorithm which constructs the entire network in one pass through the training set instead of relying on the iterative approach used by Fletcher and ObradovC which requires a large number of passes through the training set. The key idea behind DistAl [17], [18], [27] is to add hyperspherical hidden neurons one at a time based on a greedy strategy which ensures that each hidden neuron that is added correctly classifies a maximal subset of training patterns belonging to a single class. Correctly classified examples can then be eliminated from further consideration. The process is repeated until the network correctly classifies the entire training set (or some other suitable termination criterion e.g., based on cross-validation is met). It is straightforward to show that DistAl which sets the hidden to output layer weights without going through an iterative process is guaranteed to converge to 100% classification accuracy on any finite training set in time that is quadratic in the number of training patterns [MI. Experiments reported in [18] show that DistAl, despite its simplicity, yields classifiers that compare quite favorably with those generated using more sophisticated (and substantially more computationally demanding) learning algorithms. KBDistAl uses a very simple approach to incorporating prior knowledge into DistAl. The input patterns are classified using the rules and the resulting outputs are used to augment the pattern before it is fed to the neural network which is constructed using DistAl. That is, DistAl is used as the constructive algorithm in Figure 1 . In the experiments reported in this paper, the TilingPyramid constructive learning algorithm was used to augment the initial domain knowledge. The hybrid network was trained using the Thermal Perceptron learning rule [29] . Each TLU was trained for 1000 epochs with the initial weights chosen randomly between -1 and 1 and the initial temperature for the thermal perceptron (TO) set to 10.0.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section reports results of experiments using KBDistAl and Tiling-Pyramid on data-driven theory refinement on the ribosome binding site and promoter site prediction used by Shavlik Table I and I1 compare the performance of KBDistAl and Tiling-Pyramid with that of some of the other approaches that have been reported in the literature. Tiling-Pyramid substantially outperforms TopGen, REGENT and KBDistAl in terms of generalization accuracy on the Promoters dataset. Tiling-Pyramid's generalization accuracy is comparable to that of TopGen and REGENT and substantially better than that of KBDistAl on the Ribosome dataset. We conjecture that KBDistAl might have suffered from overfit- ting of training data in the case of the Ribosome data. In fact, when the network pruning procedure was applied in KBDistAl to avoid overfitting, the generalization accuracy became comparable to that of Tiling-Pyramid. The time taken by both KBDistAl and Tiling-Pyramid is significantly less than that of the other approaches. KBDistAl and Tiling-Pyramid take a fraction of a minute to a few minutes of CPU time on each dataset used in the experiments. In contrast, TopGen and REGENT were reported to have taken several days to obtain the results reported in [25] . It is also worth noting that the networks generated by KBDistAl and Tiling-Pyramid are substantially more compact than those generated by TopGen and REGENT.
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Iv. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
Theory refinement techniques offer an attractive a p proach to exploiting available domain knowledge to enhance the performance of data-driven knowledge acquisition systems. Neural networks have been used extensively in theory refinement systems that have been proposed in the literature. Most of such systems translate the domain theory into an initial neural network architecture and then train the network to refine the theory. The KBANN algorithm is demonstrated to outperform several other learning algorithms on some domains [12], [13] . However, a significant disadvantage of KBANN is its k e d network topology. TopGen and REGENT algorithms were proposed to eliminate this limitation and attempt to modify the network architecture. Experimental results demonstrate that TopGen and REGENT outperform KBANN on several applications.
Experimental results presented in this paper demonstrate that approaches to data-driven theory refinement using constructive neural network training algorithms such ~41, PI.
.066
as KBDistAl and Tiling-Pyramid are competitive in terms of of generalization accuracy with several of the more comput ationally expensive algorithms. Additional experiments are needed to conclusively determine the extent to which the incorporation of prior knowledge improves classification accuracy, and/or reduces learning time in real-world knowledge discovery applications. Examination of the changes to domain knowledge that are induced by training data is also of significant interest.
It can be argued that KBDistAl and Tiling-Pyramid are not theory refinement algorithms in a strict sense. They make use of the domain knowledge in inductive learning as opposed to truly refining the knowledge. Perhaps KBDistAl, Tiling-Pyramid, and related approaches should be more accurately described as a knowledge guided inductive theory construction systems. There are several extensions and variants of KBDistAl that are worth exploring. Given the fact that DistAl relies on inter-pattern distances to induce classifiers from data, it is straightforward to extend it so as to handle a much broader class of problems including those that involve patterns of variable sizes (e.g., strings) or symbolic structures as long as suitable inter-pattern distance metrics can be defined. Some steps toward rigorous definitions of distance metrics based on information theory are outlined in [30] .
Variants of DistAl and KBDistAl that utilize such distance metrics are currently under investigation.
Several authors have investigated approaches to rule extraction from neural networks in general, and connectionist theory refinement systems in particular [31], [32] , [33] . One goal of such work is to represent the learned knowledge in a form that is comprehensible to humans. In this context, rule extraction from classifiers induced by KBDistAl and Tiling-Pyramid is of some interest.
Extensive experiments, on a wide range of knowledge discovery tasks in bioinformatics (e.g., protein structure prediction, identification of molecular structure-function relationships) using a broad range of data-driven knowledge refinement techniques (including constructive neural network approaches such as KBDistAl and Tiling-Pyramid, decision tree and rule induction techniques, Bayesian networks and related approaches) are needed in order to characterize the relative strengths and limitations of different techniques.
In several practical applications of interest, all of the data needed for synthesizing reasonably precise classifiers is not available at once. This calls for incremental algorithms that continually refine knowledge as more and more data becomes available. Computational efficiency considerations argue for the use of data-driven theory refinement systems as opposed to storing large volumes of data and rebuilding the entire classifier from scratch as new data becomes available. Some preliminary steps in this direction are described in [34] .
A related problem involves knowledge discovery from large, physically distributed, dynamic data sources in a networked environment (e.g., data in genome databases). Given the large volumes of data involved, this argues for the use of data-driven theory refinement algorithms embedded in mobile software agents [34] , [35] that travel from one data source to another, carrying with them, only the current knowledge base as opposed to approaches rely on shipping large volumes of data to a centralized repository where knowledge acquisition is performed. Thus, data-driven knowledge refinement algorithms constitute one of the key components of distributed knowledge network [34] environments for knowledge discovery in bioinformatics and related applications.
In several application domains, knowledge acquired on one task can often be utilized to accelerate knowledge acquisition on related tasks. Data-driven theory refinement is particularly attractive in applications that lend themselves to such cumulative multi-task learning [36] . The use of KBDistAl, Tiling-Pyramid, or similar algorithms in such scenarios remains to be explored.
